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Electron Beam Engineering's New Rotator
Enables Manufacturers To Weld Large Diameter Parts
Big Mouth-6 Uses Bicycle Chain and Sprocket to Power High-Tech Invention

(SANTA ANA, Calif., June 25,2003) Richard Trillwood may be the CEO of Electron

Beam Engineering, Inc., but his first love is inventing gadgets designed to improve the

high-tech electron beam welding process. Sometimes his patented inventions require

high-tech parts. And sometimes they don't.

Asked to build a tool capable of holding larger-than-usual circular components for

welding, Trillwood rejected the use of a traditional gearing system. Instead, he employed

a powering mechanism that has been available since the 1870s - a bicycle chain and

sprocket.

Trillwood's Big Mouth-6 is a two-chuck jaw system that makes it possible to use

electron beam welding on long components (within the limits ofthe vacuum chamber)

and up to six inches in diameter. Previously, electron beam welding was not an option for

parts that large because they wouldn't fit through the traditional two or three jaw chuck

system.

"Our Big Mouth-6 rotator is very slim, allowing the machine operator to make the

best use of the welding chamber space," said Trillwood. "The parts we chose to develop

this tool were hand-picked for efficiency and reliability - a bicycle chain and sprocket

configuration made perfect sense in this application."

In addition to the bicycle chain and sprocket drive, Trillwood designed the rotator

using three smaller bearings opposed to the traditional single large bearing. Big Mouth-6

comes equipped with digital read-out of speed, and is driven by a stepper motor for

compactness and reliability.

Laser and electron beam welding are processes that introduce minimal heat into a

part and produce high-integrity welds, suitable for difficult-to-join materials.
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The company's applications for the two technologies include aerospace and defense

parts, sensors, medical and surgical devices and other high-value, small, precision

components.

About Electron Beam Engineering, Inc.
Electron Beam Engineering, Inc., established in Santa Ana, Calif. in 1991, provides
precision welding services to companies and agencies internationally in fields spanning
commercial aerospace, biomedical services, sensors, defense and electronics. The
company's trio of offerings includes: precision-welded parts and component assemblies;
manufacturing of tooling required for electron beam welding, and the refurbishment of
electron beam welding machines for resale.
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